Edinburgh Art Festival invites
you to get creative at home

Drawing: Explore and Expand
Made with and for people with visual impairments

Home Creativity Kit by Louise K Fraser
devised in consultation with Kasia Jakimczuk,
Anne Dignan and Alan McIntyre

What you will need
• A selection of drawing materials, including some crayons
Get experimental and see what else could be a drawing
material? Is there anything that can’t be a drawing material?
• Geometry set – ruler, set square and circle protractor
Don’t have these? Substitute it for objects that have straight
line, curved or triangular shapes.
• A selection of different papers
These could be thicker card or art paper such as sugar paper,
or why not even look in your paper recycling bin?
• Waxed string sometimes called Wikki Stix or Bendaroos
Don’t have these? Try Blu Tack or tape. If you want to take it off
the page again, masking tape works best.

Suggested time for each section

Explore

Develop

Expand

Image 2 (please see page 10 for image descriptions including
cover image description).
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Drawing: Explore and Expand Home Creativity Kit has been made
with and for people with visual impairments but is designed for
everyone to explore drawing in new ways.
In the kit you will explore a set of drawing materials, find different
ways to navigate composition on paper, and then decide where
you would like your drawing skills to go next.
The creativity kit is divided into 3 colour coded sections, so it is
accessible for all levels of experience. Through the colour coded
sections – blue for Explore, mustard for Develop and green for
Expand – you can dip in and out of the pack and can build a set
of skills. Each section of the kit takes about 30 mins to complete,
or longer if you are enjoying the process.
Louise K Fraser says: I am passionate about drawing and love to
explore what materials can do. As a teaching artist it is one of my
joys to embrace the way everyone sees and draws differently;
drawing is a translation of the way we see the world and is
unique to each of us. This idea has been the main inspiration for
the Drawing: Explore and Expand Home Creativity Kit made in
consultation with Edinburgh based visually impaired artists. I want
to share this passion for exploring, developing, and extending
ways of drawing with everyone.
Anne Dignan says: Being involved in the development of this art
pack has given me more confidence to explore making art. For
example, it was brilliant to think about new ideas such as using
tape to help me navigate my way around the paper and “see”
where I wanted to place parts of my work. It was an amazing
experience to work on creating art packs specifically designed
by visually impaired artists for visually impaired people.
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Explore

Drawing Materials
You need: a selection of drawing materials and
paper
First – Take a piece of paper and test out each drawing material
by drawing a line down the paper. Use as many pages as you
like. Which do you like the best?
Next – Give each drawing material a name or a description. This
could just be a description of the colour you perceive, or it may
be about the way it smells, or it could be about the sensation you
feel when drawing with them.
Last – Explore trying out different lines, combining the drawing
materials together, try overlapping them, add dots and smudge
one colour into another, press lightly when drawing or press hard
to create a thick layer.

Image 3
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Explore

Drawing Guides
You need: waxed string or Blu Tack, geometry set
(or objects) and paper.
First – Use a new piece of paper. Take the waxed string or Blu Tack
from your pack and warm it in your hands, this will make it more
pliable. Take the warmed waxed string or Blu Tack and press it
firmly onto the paper. The string will stick to the paper and
become a drawing guide or a 3D element on your page. Have a
go a few times and try making different shapes and pressing
down with different amounts of pressure.
Remember tape can be used as an alternative drawing guide.
Materials Note: the wax string can have difficulty sticking if the
paper has already been used.
Next – Pick one of the tools from your geometry set – you might
like the long lines of the ruler, triangular shapes of the set squares
or circle forms in the protractor. Alternatively, use objects from
around your home that have straight lines, curved or triangular
shapes. The tools from the geometry set or objects act as stencils
and guides for drawing.
Last – Take a new piece of paper. Place your guide flat on the
paper and shape your warmed wax string or Blu Tack around the
shape, press it firmly onto the page and it will stick to the paper.
Material Note: remember you can peel the wax string back off
your paper and reuse it.
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Explore

Composition Guides
You need: paper and geometry set (or objects)
First – Take a new piece of paper. We are going to
explore how we can divide up a page to act as a guide and to
create new compositional challenges.
Next – We are going to explore three simple folds, that you can
combine.
• Fold paper in half vertical; fold in from the outside edge to the
inside edge.
• Fold paper in half horizontally, fold from the bottom to the top.
• Fold paper from the corner into one side of your paper to
create a triangle. Fold up and you will have created a piece of
paper with rectangle, square and triangle shapes.
Last – Keep experimenting with
folding and layering the paper to
create different compositions.
Material Note: if it helps use a ruler to
crease the paper to make the folds or
fold the paper backwards and
forwards a few times to make a
bolder fold.

Image 4
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Develop
First – From exploring the first part of this creativity
kit you will have all the basic knowledge you need
to get started making your own artwork.
As a dyslexic artist I find it difficult to stay organised when working.
One strategy I have found useful is to create a desk plan using a
large sheet of paper (suggested size A3) for my materials.
To create a desk plan with a large sheet of paper – fold it in half
vertical and then horizontally to create 4 equal sections. Place
the paper in the middle and assign corners for different materials.
Top left – Drawing guides

Top right – Unusual drawing
materials

Bottom left – Geometry set

Bottom right – Traditional
drawing materials

Next – Let’s combine the techniques we explored to create
something new.
Combination/Experiment 1 – Take a new piece of paper, and fold
it to create a composition guide. Stuck getting started? Just
divide the paper into 2, 4 or 6 sections through equal folds. Now
use a different drawing material in each section.
If you can find blendable drawing materials in the three primary
colours – red, yellow, and blue – you can combine these to make
secondary colours green, orange and purple.
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Combination/Experiment 2 – Use the waxed string, Blu Tack or
tape on a new piece of paper as a drawing guide. Now try using
one of your drawing guides. Create a series of marks using your
drawing materials, drawing guide and protractor or objects.
Combination/Experiment 3 – Fold a new piece of paper to
create a composition guide. Try using both composition guides
and drawing guides to combine shape and pattern. Why not try
the ruler or a straight lined object, and create lines interrupted by
the drawing guides.
Last – Push your drawing and composition exploration further.
Why not combine pages, if you are happy using scissors get them
out, if not folding and ripping works really well. Use ripped paper
to create a stencil to use with your drawing materials. Use the 3D
drawing guides to create rubbings on the page above or below.
See how it feel and looks on both sides of the paper.

Image 5
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Expand
First – Think about what you have really enjoyed
about this creativity kit.
How can you build on this?
• Wax crayons – what if you combine them with different
materials like paint? Crayons are resistant to wet media. Don’t
have any paint? Raid your kitchen cupboards. Spices, teas and
coffees can be used as paint alternative.
• Folding paper – try larger sheets of paper, try different types of
paper. Find alternative drawing surfaces that you can fold to
create a composition guide.
• Drawing guides – experiment with different materials as drawing
guides. Paint over them, add on top of them, take them all off.
Lots of options to experiment with.
Next – Make a plan. We have been using a first-next-last planning
model for this kit. It’s a great way to get started but remember
plans can also change as you go along.
Last – If there is a particular type of art you enjoy why not take
these techniques and explore how they can be used within it.
You might want to experiment with landscape, portraiture,
abstraction, or add in other techniques and materials.
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Image descriptions
Image 1, front cover
Image description: A large artwork on paper consisting of
geometric designs and patterns created using art crayons in red,
blue, yellow and black. The artwork is divided into 8 rectangular
sections through folds. In some areas the paper has additional
folds, creating triangle shapes. Along the bottom row, the first
section on the left, contains 4 grid patterns in different colours,
with the words ‘Train Tracks’, ‘Housing blocks’, ‘Farm Fencing’
and ‘Swimming Baths’. The artwork is a collaborative piece by
artists Louise K Fraser and Anne Dignan.
Image 2, page 2
Image description: Three half clocks symbolising 30 minutes with a
block panel on the left hand side stating ‘30 mins’. The clocks are
colour coded in order to help navigate the different sections of
the home creativity kit. The first clock, on the left is blue and states
‘Explore’ above it, the middle clock is mustard and states above
it ‘Develop’, and the clock on the right is green and states above
it ‘Expand’.
Image 3, page 4
Image description: Artist Louise K Fraser’s black and white
illustration of 2 pieces of paper showing techniques from the
home creativity kit. The sheets of paper are in portrait orientation.
The left hand paper, from left to right, has a grey blotchy
squiggle, a curved black squiggle, a thick charcoal-esque line
and a black zig zag line. The right hand side paper contains, top
left black and white cross hatching, top right curved shapes in
black and grey, a black squiggle, smudged towards the left hand
side and across the bottom of the page is alternating black and
grey splodges.
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Image 4, page 6
Image description: Artist Louise K Fraser’s black and white
illustration of a piece of paper and a two-toned, black and white
art crayon in 3D in front of the paper. The paper is in portrait
orientation and is divided into 4 sections. The sections contain the
following marks from left to right, top to bottom – 3 curved
painterly black lines swiped across the entire section, a small
black rectangle with a white centre surrounded by a grey fuzz, 3
zigzagging lines from top to bottom fill the section's centre, a
completely blank section.
Image 5, page 8
Image description: Artist Louise Fraser’s black and white
illustration of various art materials. In the top left corner there is a
packet of Blu Tack at an angle. On its right, waxed string bent in
half at a 45 degree angle, next to waxed string in a wiggly shape.
To its right, in the right hand corner there is a roll of masking tape.
In the row of items below from right to left, there is a collection of
cylindrical drawing materials. Moving left, a spice jar, next to a
triangular protractor and a circular compass. Above these is a
ruler. In the bottom left hand corner there is a stack of 3 sheets of
paper overlaying one another, each with a different texture. To
the right, an upright, open sketchbook sits next to three different
art crayons.
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How to share your work
When you have made your artworks, we’d love to include them
in an online exhibition on our community engagement blog.
Share your creations by emailing images to
learning@edinburghartfestival.com
Or by sharing on social media and tagging
@EdArtFest
You can look for ideas and inspiration at
edartfestcommunityengagement.com
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DIY Art is a series of activity packs from Edinburgh Art Festival and
selected artists, inviting you to get creative at home. The
instructional creativity kits give insight into an artist's practice,
showing how you can use their processes and techniques to
create your own unique artwork.
Edinburgh Art Festival, founded in 2004, is the platform for the
visual arts at the heart of Edinburgh’s August festivals, bringing
together the capital’s leading galleries, museums, production
facilities and artist-run spaces in a city-wide celebration of the
very best in visual art. The festival features leading international
and UK artists alongside the best emerging talent, major survey
exhibitions of historic figures, and a special programme of newly
commissioned artworks that respond to public and historic sites in
the city. The vast majority of the festival is free to attend.
Edinburgh Art Festival Community Engagement runs a year-round
programme of learning and engagement activities building longterm relationships with partner organisations, community groups
and schools. Through our bespoke tours, workshops and projects
we introduce and inspire people to get creative, removing
barriers and broadening access to visual art and our festival
programme.
edinburghartfestival.com
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Drawing: Explore and Expand – Home Creativity Kit was devised
by Louise K Fraser and shaped through consultation and
contribution from artists who are visually impaired, Kasia
Jakimczuk, Anne Dignan and Alan McIntyre, who participate in
Edinburgh Art Festival's Visual Description Programme.
Louise K Fraser is a neurodivergent teaching artist and educator
based in Edinburgh. She works across Scotland collaborating, cocreating, devising and delivering imaginative and original
participatory workshops. As well as delivering Career-long
Professional Learning, she also devises resources for galleries and
local government authorities. She continues to develop her own
art practice, concentrating on drawing and printmaking from her
studio in Leith, Edinburgh, while pursuing personal projects such as
Teach Art, a residency programme and BRIDGE – (Bridging The
Pedagogical Gap), a research programme for artist educators.
louise-k-fraser.com
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